
Shared Vision for a Sustainable 

South Bay



“Physical arrangement of life in our nation, in particular suburban 

sprawl, is the most destructive development pattern the world has 

ever seen, and perhaps the greatest misallocation of resources the 

world has ever known.”

James Kunstler
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Introduction

I.
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Why Are We Here?

The South Bay Cities Council of Governments wants to 

introduce a new option for

 Navigating SB 375

 Exploring integrated land use and transportation strategies

 Coping with a changing energy future
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Smart South Bay Strategy

 The new strategy can guide a range of policy decisions from parking 

to planning

 It was adopted by the SBCCOG Board as basis for South Bay 

contribution to SCAG’s Sustainable Communities Strategy  (SB 375)

 It is a policy guide whose use is voluntary
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Why You Should Care

 Recent legislation like SB 375 mandates local jurisdictions to 

strategically plan infill development in order to reduce GHG 

emissions and criteria pollutants

 We have a rare opportunity to re-vision our cities. Development 

has currently slowed but will eventually return and cities can 

become a more active part in guiding the development process
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Why You Should Really Care

 Era of cheap mobility is over and everything from the economy to 

quality of life will be affected.  New mobility strategies will be 

needed and needed fast to adjust to new circumstances as they 

evolve.

 Environmental pressures to reduce GHG emissions and criteria 

pollutants 

 Oil market turbulence with ever increasing price peaks
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From the California Energy Commission

 “The United States continues to be vulnerable to oil supply 

disruption and price shocks as a result of our dependence on 

petroleum, and sends almost a billion borrowed dollars a day out of 

the country for oil imports. This exacerbates the growing trade 

imbalance and severely dampens economic recovery. In addition to 

economic and geopolitical risks, we now see how domestic 

petroleum extraction presents increasing environmental risks as 

evidenced in the recent Gulf of Mexico oil spill disaster.”
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The Role of the SBCCOG

 Legislation is requiring that we form a vision as a region and 

collaborate with Southern California Association of Governments 

(SCAG) to produce a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) as a 

chapter in the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)

 SB 375 and SCAG promote a development strategy focusing on 

“smart growth,” rail transit and transit oriented development

 Smart South Bay is an integrated land use and transportation strategy 

that responds to the development patterns of the South Bay
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Historical Marriage Between 

Transportation & Land Use 

 Walking cities

 Streetcar suburbs

 Auto suburbs

 What’s next?  

 What should auto suburbs morph into? 

 Back to the Future?
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Smart South Bay Vision

Land Use

 Shorten trips by making more commercial destinations closer to 
residential origins

 Add housing without increasing density

 Make commercial centers more compact in order to reduce 
demand for mobility and improve productivity

 Leave no neighborhood behind; strategy to benefit most 

Mobility

 Increase walking and bicycling to many destinations

 Foster the conditions that will support use of local use vehicles 
of many types including NEVs and electric bikes

 Promote transition of 2nd vehicles to NEVs and first vehicles to 
PHEVs; use the appropriate vehicle



Legislative Context

II.
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California Legislation

Legislative mandates to reduce 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions:

– AB 32 (Nunez, 2006):                                  

Reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels

– SB 375 (Steinberg, 2008):                      

Supports AB 32 through land use strategies 

that are connected with transportation 
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AB 32 – California Global Warming Solutions Act

Goal: Reduce state GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020

Chart Source: Southern California Association of Governments, 2009
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AB 32 – State GHG Emissions By Sector
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SB 375 – Redesigning Communities to Reduce GHGs

• Implements AB 32 legislation

• Goal of SB 375 is to reduce GHG emissions per capita using a   2005 

baseline to:

• 8% in 2020

• 13% in 2035  

• Emission reduction targets are met through a Sustainable Communities 

Strategy (SCS)
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SB 375 – SCS

 SCAG develops a regional SCS as a newly 

required element of the RTP

 SCS sets forth a plan to meet GHG 

emission reduction targets

 SCS identifies areas for

 Future land uses

 Residential densities

 Building intensities

 State housing requirements
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SB 375 – SCS

 The SCS will be integrated with existing transportation networks, 

transportation improvements and targeted new transit initiatives

 The housing element law has been changed to synchronize the 

schedule and development of the SCS

 SCAG is promoting an SCS around smart growth and transit oriented 

development – especially in LA County due to    Measure R funds

 How will the Smart South Bay Strategy fit into this scheme?
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SB 375 – Southern California Process

CARB

SCAG

Sub-regions

Cities and Counties

•February 2011 CARB sets final target 

for SCAG region

•July. 2011 Sub-regional contribution 

to regional SCS drafted

•August 2011 State HCD issues 

RHNA determination

•November 2011 Release draft of 

2012 RTP/SCS

•April 2012 CARB adopts Final SCS

•November 2012 Adopt final RHNA



Background | Smart South Bay 

Strategy

III.
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What we did

 Extensive research into transportation behavior of 8 South Bay 

neighborhoods from 2004 to 2008

 Analyzed over 2,100 surveys of households within ¼ and ½ mile of each 

neighborhood’s commercial center

 Combined with data from Census, InfoUSA and others

 Funded through grants from MTA and SCAG

 Research Questions

 Do existing relatively dense nodes in the South Bay “perform” better 

than plain old “sprawl”?

 Can we figure out alternatives to the density-transit strategy? 
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Research Team Members

 Research design – Wally Siembab

 Research scientist – Marlon Boarnet, UCI;  Travel By Design

 Data collection and initial analysis -- Solimar Research Group –

Bill Fulton

 Economic Analysis -- ERA/AECOM

 Analysis and final report – Siembab and Boarnet

 Ground test the strategy – RBF consulting
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Smart South Bay Strategy (SSBS)

 Key findings

• Most South Bay trips are less than 3 

miles except for the journey to 

work which ranges from around 9 

to 15 miles

• Trip reduction is more closely 

related to commercial density of 

destinations than to residential 

density of origins
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More findings

 Compact nodes with a rich mix of 
commercial activities will reduce trips much 
more than increases in residential density or 
continued use of low density arterial strips

 Arterial strips make up 18% of the land in 
the South Bay and using that land for low 
density retail location is inefficient – housing 
would be a much better alternative

 There is no apparent transportation 
advantage to vertical mixed-use buildings 
since most neighborhoods are mixed-use 
horizontally thanks to ubiquitous strip 
commercial
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More findings

 South Bay is about the same physical size as Portland  with 1.5 

times the density but lacking its strong rail infrastructure. 

 South Bay is auto oriented with more trips in SOV than County, 

and transit ridership only slightly more than half of the County’s 

ridership – 3.6%

 Trip purpose and distance play a significant role in the decision 

to walk

 Income is highly correlated with transit use



Alternate Development Strategies

IV.
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Potential of the Street Grid Spatial Structure

A 4-mile area of a street grid 

allows for 25 Natural 

Walking Neighborhoods 

around major intersections

Major arterial 

intersection with ½ mile 

Walking Neighborhood

Major Arterial
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Start with the basic street 

grid

Evolution of the Typical Suburban Model
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Single family residential tracts 

develop inside of major 

arterials at the edge of the 

grid

Evolution of Typical Suburban Model
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Civic, park and open space 

along with commercial 

centers develop in response 

to the single family 

residential

These uses occur along 

periphery of residential 

spaces and at intersections 

necessitating the auto

Evolution of the Typical Suburban Model

Residential 

here needs 

auto to 

access 

activities
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Commercial corridors 

develop along the major 

arterials where space is 

available 

Commercial is auto-oriented

Evolution of the Typical Suburban Model
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Single family residential tracts 

expand outside 

the core

&

Cycle continues

Evolution of the Typical Suburban Model
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Commercial corridors extend 

to accommodate 

development

Evolution of the Typical Suburban Model
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Few concentrations of 

compact mix of uses

Few walkable 

neighborhoods

Over time some retail 

becomes underperforming

Typical Suburban Model Results

Within ½ mile walking 

radii, no concentration 

of commercial: No 

where to walk to



Typical Suburban Model: Single Function Centers

The South Bay has many single-function centers

Malls

Office and 

Industrial Parks

Schools and 

Colleges
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Getting Around Single Function Centers
1. Low density

2. Little mix of retail options but lots of variety within a few options and 

this discourages trip chaining

3. No connection to immediate neighborhood

4. Designed to be auto dependent and auto oriented

Mall cuts off surrounding 

neighborhoods necessitating driving

Walkable neighborhood retail has lots 

of mix but little variety
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Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Model

• Model Supported by SB 375 

• Dense residential and mixed retail/residential

• Uses Centered Around Public Transportation Hubs
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Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Model

Super-imposed on typical 
suburban model of 

development 

Density makes transit 
feasible and transit makes 

density livable
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Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) Model

Singular corridor of 

investment  

Few concentrations of 

compact mix of uses, 

walkable neighborhoods

Requires final mile 

connections

Model does not look at a 

city comprehensively 

and neglects all other 

corridors

These become 

the only walkable

areas
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Smart Suburb Model

 Intersections serve the 
commercial needs of their 
neighborhoods

 Commercial along corridors 
converts to residential further 
supporting intersections

 Potential to achieve 25 walking 
neighborhoods

 Investment focused throughout 
grid as opposed to along one 
corridor

 Supportive of local use vehicles 
(LUV)



Mobility for a Smart South Bay

V.
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Mobility Vision

 Land use has made it so that all but work trips are less than 5 miles; 

success with the land use vision can shorten distances so that many 

more can walk more of the time

 Key initiative is transition of the passenger fleet to electric vehicles

 Complete Streets

 Car Sharing

 Public  transit 

 Rapid connections to regional network

 Local short hop and demand responsive

 Biking and Walking
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Theme: Use vehicle appropriate to the trip

 Transition will proceed with max speed if consumers fill each 

market niche

 Zero emission electric vehicles are defined by range, speed and 

cost.  Cost generally increases with capabilities

 Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV)

 25 mile range, 25 MPH

 50 mile range, freeway speeds

 100 mile range, freeway speeds

 Plug-in electric hybrid (PHEV) – unlimited, freeway speed
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Mobility – Appropriate Transportation Modes

0 – 1/2Miles

Walking

0 – 10Miles

Short Range Vehicles:

NEV, Segway, EN-V, Bikes, 
Shuttles, Buses

≥ 10Miles

Long-Range Vehicles: 

Autos, Bus Rapid Transit 
or Subway, Plug-in 

Hybrids

Using the right tool to get the job done
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Available Neighborhood Transportation Alternatives 

 Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV)

 Segway

 Demand Responsive Transit (DRT)

 Neighborhood Shuttle

 Jitney (Shared Taxi/Shuttle)

 Car Sharing

 Walking

 Biking

 Electric bikes
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Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV)

• 25-mile per hour Electric Vehicle designed 

for 1 to 4 passengers

• No direct tailpipe emissions 

• Door-to-Door, on-demand mode

• Replacing 2nd or 3rd family car

• Bike lanes can be combined with NEV 

routes

• SBCCOG is conducting a pilot program
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South Bay LUV Backbone Network 

5



Route: South LA to Ports

 Passes Through:

• Gardena

• Carson

• Torrance

• Lomita

 . . . Approximately 23 Miles

in 4 Standalone Segments
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Mobility Analysis – LUV Pilot Program

• Neighborhood-oriented Electric Vehicles

• 6 test vehicles of different types 

• Testing matching vehicle types with neighborhood 

trip applications

• Using a combination of onboard GPS units and user 

reports to gather data to:

• Test range anxiety

• Test speed requirements for 2nd and 3rd vehicles

• Participating drivers are rotated every 3-6 months

• 6 months into an 18 month program.
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Projected Monthly Emissions Reductions    

for 100,000 LUVs

Projected
Emissions Reductions

Projected Emissions reductions 
(tons)

CO2 Reduction 6,611 /mo
NO2 Reduction 8 /mo 

Projected 
Equivalent 
Reductions

Gasoline Fueled Vehicles 
Taken Off The Road

Based on CO2 
Emissions Reductions 84,580 
Based on NO2 
Emissions Reductions 99,909 



Land Use for a Smart South Bay

VI.
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Land Use Vision

 Use arterial intersections for compact mixed commercial nodes 

(office and retail – no housing)

 Migrate strip commercial to new commercial nodes

 Replace existing strip commercial with residential at densities 

consistent with adjacent residential neighborhoods

 Encourage small scale retail to complement compact commercial 

development
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Land Use Vision

 Adjust large specialized centers to create a more diverse set of uses 

and become more commercially dense

 Success of the Mobility Vision will mean:

 More households will use only 1 vehicle or 1 full sized and 1 NEV

 Residential and commercial parking requirements can be reduced    thereby 

facilitating more building opportunity  

 Each parcel will be used more efficiently
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Ground Test of Land Use Vision

• There are not many real-life examples of arterial housing  
developments because suburbs continue to grow in a traditional 
fashion and the only grand-redesign developments are around transit

• There are more corner commercial concentrations because mini-malls 
are replacing gas stations – need to be on 4 corners or make them 
bigger

• Strip commercial consists of many properties on small lots along a 
corridor which defies redevelopment and strategic changes

• Policy plans, incentives, and redevelopment powers  are useful for 
encouraging mid-block housing

• Mid-block residential projects tend to occur on large redevelopment 
area parcels
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Study Area (City of Lawndale)

Marine Avenue: Hawthorne Blvd to Prairie Ave
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Existing Distribution of Uses

Commercial Uses

Residential Uses

Marine Avenue
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Proposed Distribution of Uses  

Transform corners to more 

intense mix of commercial

Transform mid-block to 

residential 
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Lessons Learned from Marine Avenue Study 

 Smart South Bay transition is generally feasible and showed a 

positive fiscal impact even in the worst case scenario of a 

revenue-earning hotel conversion

 Transition becomes more feasible as variables are adjusted

 Parking

 Land and Rent Prices

 Market Demand

 Parcel Depths

 Building Story Heights 

 Smart Suburb Projects can have beneficial impacts to city’s 

General Funds

 Especially in areas that have underperforming retail and strip 

commercial centers
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The Necessity of Small Scale Retail

Retail needs to be scaled to meet

the surrounding demand of the

neighborhood so that residents do not 

have to make long trips to access 

goods and services



Neighborhood Grocery Store Standards

Average size of 

Neighborhood 

Grocery Stores
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NEVs can help bring market demand to neighborhood grocery stores 

by

1. Expanding the market radius

2. Allowing consumers to purchase more than through a traditional 

walking trip

Case Study– Neighborhood Grocery Stores & 

NEVs

3 mile radius

Walking radius



Smart South Bay Strategy and 

Economic Development

VII.
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Economic development opportunities

 Assuming commitment to electric vehicles, there is an immediate 

opportunity for import substitution followed by export

 Honda -- 50 mile BEV in 2011

 Toyota – 100 mile BEV in 2011

 Powerforce makes electric bikes in LA

 Opportunity for manufacture, assembly, retail and maintenance of all 

kinds of electric vehicles

 Retail spending and municipal tax revenue are now dependent on 

auto travel – South Bay cities can become the first to generate 

revenue through proximity



Parallel Initiatives

VIII.
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AB 1358 – Complete Streets Act

• Effective January 1, 2011

– Goal: Replace automobiles with foot, bike and  bus 

circulation options

• Circulation Elements to Include “All Users”

– Motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists,

children, disabled persons, seniors, movers

of commercial goods, and transit users

• Ability to adapt to changing circumstances

– NEVs or Segways not specifically highlighted in the 

Act

Images Source: RBF Consulting
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20 Minute Neighborhoods (Portland)

•The 20-minute neighborhood concept is being 

integrated into Portland’s long-range 

development plan

•A 20-minute neighborhood is a place with 

convenient, safe and pedestrian-oriented access 

to places people need to go to and services 

people use every day

•It consists of 3 characteristics
• A walkable environment

• Destinations that support a range of daily 

needs

• Residential density
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Livable Corridors: McDowell Corridor, Scottsdale, AZ

•Business along the McDowell corridor has become unprofitable and area 
has lost local shopping centers
•Corridor plan would create a community that can shop, work, play and 
get around through trolleys, bikes and most of all walking
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Livable Corridors: Life on State Street, Wasatch Front 

Regional Council, Utah

This planning project offers a unique opportunity to see how Growth 
Principles can be implemented in underutilized and challenging corridors

“Livable corridors are more than just streets. They strike a successful 
balance between the vehicles that use these streets and people that live 
and work next to them. They are functional amenities of the public realm 
where people live, shop, interact, travel and recreate”

“Livable corridors help maintain great neighborhoods and a strong sense 
of community” 
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EN-V   Urban Mobility

• GM’s creation 

• The EN-V is a futuristic personal 
mobility vehicle that uses the 
P.U.M.A. platform (a joint project with 
Segway).

• “We were the S.U.V. company, and we 
accept that,” said Larry Burns, at the 
time G.M.’s vice president for research 
and development and strategic 
planning. “We want to become the 
U.S.V. company — known for ultra-
small vehicles.”

http://wheels.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/04/06/gm-conjures-up-a-people-moving-pod/


Next Steps

IX.
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SBCCOG -- Strategy

 Presentations on Smart South Bay to interested parties, especially 

city councils and planning commissions

 Continue evaluating its applicability
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SBCCOG – Mobility 

 Generally encourage passenger car fleet conversion

 500,000 vehicles, about 175,000 2nd or 3rd cars

 Public education campaign for using the appropriate vehicle for each 

trip 

 December 9th EV Expo with AQMD

 Ongoing LUV Demonstration Project

 Possible CPI study with SCAG, SCE, & CEC

 Help develop and implement a “complete streets” plan in 1 or 2 lead 

cities

 Attract car sharing service
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SCS – Collaborate with SCAG and Metro

 Develop the SB Mode-Energy Planning Tool

 Develop the SB Access Planning Tool

 Re-calibrate SCAG’s Sustainability Tool and apply to test cases

 Develop a transit service index (TSI)

 Guide the South Bay’s contribution to the regional SCS – by July 1, 

2011
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Cities

 Consider complete streets planning

 Identify candidate corridors and intersections for redevelopment

 Transition municipal fleets to electric vehicles

 Work with mall owners to increase compact functionality

 Consider giving preferential parking to electric vehicles

 Evaluate ordinances and franchise agreements that govern taxis and 

other common carriers, encourage conversion to electric vehicles
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Others

 Developers and architects

 Design  and build the next generation of mini-malls

 Retailers

 Develop much smaller formats

 Metro

 Collaborate on SCS planning

 Develop high speed connections to the regional transit network

 Help develop the local transit service that will support neighborhood 

economies

 SCAG

 Continue funding South Bay projects
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Resources

• Sustainable South Bay Strategy, July 2009 

 www.southbaycities.org

• California’s Climate Change Portal

 www.climatechange.ca.gov

• California Air Resources Board (CARB)

 www.arb.ca.gov

• California Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory

 www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/inventory.htm

http://www.southbaycities.org/
http://www.climatechange.ca.gov/
http://www.arb.ca.gov/
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/inventory.htm
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QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?

Wally Siembab, Research Director

South Bay Cities Council of Governments 
(SBCCOG)

310.645.1129

ws@siembab.com

mailto:ws@siembab.com

